Member Self-recommendation Scheme for Youth - Fight Crime Committee

The Member Self-recommendation Scheme for Youth (MSSY) is launched to provide more opportunities for young people to participate in policy discussion. MSSY rolls out twice every year and includes boards and committees which cover a wide spectrum of policy areas. MSSY Phase III is now opened for application. People aged between 18 and 35 are invited to self-nominate to become members of the Fight Crime Committee among nine other government advisory committees through the MSSY:

The deadline of application is 17 July 2019 (Wednesday).
Details: https://www.hab.gov.hk/

TV Announcement of MSSY Phase III
https://youtu.be/noHKIBf5GlY

Sharing of Self-recommended Young Members – Be there and make yourself heard!
https://youtu.be/NdFvwSxnSaM

MSSY - Fight Crime Committee
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIRg0-A9_zg